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Adapted and adaptive linear time-frequency
representations: a synthesis point of view
P. Balazs, Senior Member, IEEE,, M. Dörfler, M. Kowalski, and B. Torrésani, Member, IEEE,

Abstract
To display the time and frequency content of a given signal a large variety of techniques exist. In this
paper, we give an overview of linear time-frequency representations, focusing mainly on two fundamental
aspects. The first one is the introduction of flexibility, more precisely the construction of time-frequency
waveform systems that can be adapted to specific signals, or specific signal processing problems. To
do this, we base the constructions on frame theory, which allows a lot of options, while still ensuring
perfect reconstruction. The second aspect is the choice of the synthesis framework rather than the usual
analysis framework. Instead of the correlation of the signal with the chosen waveforms, i.e. the inner
product with them, we look at how the signals can be constructed using those waveforms, i.e. find the
coefficient in their linear combination. We show how this point of view allows the easy introduction
of prior information into the representation. We give an overview over methods for transform domain
modeling, in particular those based on sparsity and structured sparsity. Finally we present an illustrative
application for these concepts: a denoising scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When we speak, we put words together, made up of vowels and consonants with quite distinct timefrequency characteristics. When we play music, we very often synthesize sound according to a timefrequency prescription, used for music notation. In both cases, time-frequency grains are implicitly used
to synthesize sound. In general, a signal’s existence starts with its synthesis.
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However, the so-called dictionaries of time-frequency waveforms that are commonly used in timefrequency analysis (Gabor, wavelets,...) often does not qualify as physically sensible time-frequency
grains. Their construction rules are simple, but rigid; therefore, in many applications, extra flexibility
is needed. It is one of the main focuses of this survey paper to show how such flexibility can be
introduced into the construction of time-frequency waveform systems. To do that, we will mainly rely on
frame theory, which provides a convenient mathematical framework allowing a perfect control of signal
synthesis.
The approach we shall base most of this paper upon is the synthesis approach. Instead of asking the
question,
•

What is the best analysis for a signal of interest?

we ask,
•

How is a signal best synthesized?

Best, here, means, with the least effort (numerical cost), and the most satisfying results depending on the
application (e.g. in denoising, with the best noise-suppression, but least artifacts). When working in the
context of orthonormal bases, the synthesis and analysis questions are analogous by duality. The situation
becomes both more subtle and rich when using more general time-frequency dictionaries. In particular, the
introduction of redundancy, that is, allowing for dictionaries with a number of members higher than the
dimension of the signal space, leads to a significant increase in design freedom. Redundant dictionaries
always allow for (infinitely many) different ways to synthesize a signal of interest, or its components. By
time-frequency representation we will therefore denote the family of coefficients from which the signal
is synthesized, rather than the family of analysis coefficients, given as the inner products of a signal
with the time-frequency waveforms. A nice feature of the synthesis approach is that it provides a generic
way of introducing prior information, or constraints, into the representation. Considering this attempt to
exploit prior knowledge, the question therefore becomes
•

How is a signal best synthesized, privileging certain behavior of its synthesis coefficients?

As a popular example, the desired behavior is often that the coefficient family is sparse. Moreover, in real
world signals, it rarely happens that isolated significant coefficients show up in the time-frequency plane.
They rather tend to cluster in groups, or regions. A detailed account of approaches that incorporate this
kind of behavior into time-frequency representations, together with a description of the corresponding
algorithms, is another focus of this paper.
Summarizing, in this paper we elaborate on two basic lines of thought: the adaptation of the dictionary
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chosen for a particular application, by designing frames according to certain time-frequency characteristics, and the adaptation of the synthesis coefficients used in the expansion obtained by means of a
convenient dictionary.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review in Section II the basic principles of
frame theory and time-frequency analysis that are needed in this paper. We then address in Section III
the introduction of flexibility into time-frequency frame constructions, and then turn in Section IV to a
discussion of synthesis domain modeling. Numerical examples are discussed in Section V, before briefly
summarizing the main conclusions and perspectives.
Pictures, sound files and accompanying codes can be found at http://www.kfs.oeaw.ac.at/IEEESPM AdaptiveAdapted.html.
II. T IME -F REQUENCY AND F RAMES
In this paper we investigate the finite-dimensional setting and consider signals of length K , i.e. x ∈ CK
K−1
P
considered as Hilbert space with the inner product hx, yi =
x[k] · y[k]. We denote the identity matrix
k=0

by Id .

Linear time-frequency analysis is generally understood from the transform point of view: the most
prominent example is a localized version of the Fourier transform [1]. However, due to the existence
of inversion formulas, time-frequency analysis can also be understood as expanding signals as linear
combinations of time-frequency atoms, i.e. generally time-frequency shifted copies of a reference window
function w. The prototype of time-frequency analysis is provided by the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) x 7→ ST F Tw (x) defined by
ST F Tw (x)[l, m] =

K−1
X

x[k]w[k − l]e−2πim(k−l)/K ,

(1)

k=0

where k is the time variable , l = 0, . . . , L−1 the temporal shift and m = 0, . . . , M −1 the frequency bin.
Here in the (full) STFT case we have K = L = M . No additional boundary conditions are considered
here, which, by the involved Fourier series corresponds to a circular assumption. In particular, also the
shifts are considered to be circular. Other boundary assumptions are possible.
The STFT can be inverted in many different ways, including the very simple inversion formula
(assuming kwk = 1)
x[k] =

K−1
X
X K−1

ST F Tw (x)[l, m]w[k − l]e2πim(k−l)/K .

l=0 m=0

The latter can be seen as an expansion of x on the waveform system {wlm }l,m : wlm [k] = w[k −
l]e2πim(k−l)/K . This is the synthesis point of view.
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When the time and frequency variables n and m are subsampled, i.e. L, M < K , this is called the
Gabor transform. The dictionary, here, is given by
wlm [k] = w[k − la]e2πim(k−la)/M ,

where the hop size a is chosen, such that a · L = K , and l = 0, . . . , L, m = 0, . . . , M . In this case,
the correspondence between analysis and synthesis is not as simple. Still, the Gabor transform can be
inverted in a wide range of situations. The inversion takes the form of an expansion of the signal as linear
combination of Gabor atoms again. This fact may actually be seen as a by-product of a more general
theory, the theory of frames. This theory allows the extension to more general families of time-frequency
atoms, which we will use as backbone in this paper.
We start with a short account of general frame theory. It is worth pointing out that, although the
representation clearly depends linearly on the coefficients, we will depart from linearity as the coefficients
will be allowed to depend non-linearly on the signal.
In the recent literature, the word “dictionary” is often employed to describe waveform systems with
respect to which signals can be expanded. In the finite-dimensional setting considered here, dictionaries
represent the same object as frames. We shall use both words indifferently.
A. Elements of frame theory
In a synthesis based approach, a representation of a signal x ∈ CK is searched for by additive synthesis
of “building block” signals uλ as
x=

X

αλ uλ = Uα .

(2)

λ∈Λ

Here, signals and coefficients are represented as column vectors, and U is a matrix that contains the
vectors uλ as columns, and α = (αλ )λ .
This representation can be chosen such that U is a square matrix and UH U = UUH = Id , Λ =
[0, . . . , K − 1]. In this case the vectors uλ form an orthonormal basis, and the expansion coefficients αλ

of a given signal x are uniquely defined as α = UH x, i.e. αλ = hx, uλ i. However, orthonormality is a
very limiting condition, in particular for time-frequency building blocks, (see Section II-C), which often
must be relaxed.
If the building blocks uλ are chosen, such that U is still an invertible square matrix, the expansion
coefficients are still uniquely defined, as α = U−1 x. Here the uλ form a so-called Riesz basis.
The Riesz basis assumption can still be too restrictive; this problem led to the introduction of frames
l [2, Chapter 5]. Frames are generally redundant, i.e. a signal has more coefficients than the dimension
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of the space (as in STFT or Gabor); in such cases U is a rectangular K × N matrix with full rank
and N > K , and has infinitely many right-inverses A, such that UA = Id . In the redundant case
the expansion coefficients are not uniquely defined. Among the infinitely many families of expansion
coefficients, a specific one is often privileged, obtained by using the pseudo-inverse U† of U: α = U† x.
The rows of U† form the so-called canonical dual frame ũλ . The rows of any other right inverse are
called a dual frame.
The matrix U, as in (2), corresponds to the synthesis operator, UH to the analysis operator, given by

P
hx, uλ i uλ .
UH x λ = hx, uλ i. The so-called frame operator S is defined by S = UUH , i.e. Sx =
λ∈Λ

Here Λ = [0, . . . , N − 1]

The frame operator is a square, positive definite matrix and invertible, because U has full rank. In this
case, reconstruction is straight-forward, since
x = SS−1 x =

X
λ

S−1 x, uλ uλ =

X
λ

e λ i uλ .
hx, u

(3)

The inversion required to compute the dual frame can often be efficiently performed by using inversion
algorithms such as conjugate gradients or iterative approaches, cf. [3] and references therein.
If S = A · Id for some constant A > 0, the frame is called tight. In this case the frame is self-dual (up
to the normalization factor A). Starting from any frame U, a tight frame Ut is given by Ut = S−1/2 U.
B. Gabor frames
In signal processing time-frequency related frames have been used ubiquitously. The subsampled Shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) or Gabor transform [3] corresponds to a system
(Gw,a,M )k,l+Lm = w[k − la] e2πim(k−la)/M ,

where w is the window, a is the hop size and M is the number of FFT bins, i.e. the number of channels.
Here k = 0, . . . , K − 1, l = 0, . . . , L − 1 and m = 0, . . . , M − 1. In this setting the number of frame
elements is N = L · M .
If the system represented by the K ×(L · M )-matrix Gw,a,M forms a frame, the existence of expansions
as in (3) is guaranteed using a dual frame for computing the coefficients. The canonical dual frame of
e
a Gabor frame has the same structure again, i.e. a Gabor system with the canonical dual window w

[3, Chapter 5]. Applying the synthesis operator Gw,a,M is equivalent to the overlap add reconstruction
method, performing an inverse Fourier transform with the synthesis window w as weights and subsequent

addition.
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In the more classical analysis point of view, the Gabor transform or STFT of a signal x with window w
is obtained by applying to x the analysis operator Gw,a,M H as in (1). This is equivalent to the windowed
Fourier transform or modulated filter bank viewpoint of the STFT (or the phase vocoder) [4].
In the ’full STFT’ case, i.e. K = L = M , the analysis can be inverted by an inverse Fourier transform,
summing all channels up and dividing by ŵ(0) · L, assuming ŵ(0) 6= 0. This amounts to choosing the
constant window v = 1 for the synthesis window. Actually, any window v that is not orthogonal to w
can serve as dual window in that case.
For any other subsampled setting, the inversion can be done in a similar way only if a certain condition,
L−1
P
the constant overlap-add constraint, is fulfilled, i.e.
w [k − la] = const. for all k . For frames, also
l=0

in an analysis approach, dual windows always allow perfect reconstruction. The connection with the

synthesis point of view described above corresponds to the usage of w̃ as analysis window to obtain the
perfect reconstruction coefficients for the synthesis window w.
The particular structure of a Gabor system can be exploited to make the calculations more efficient, see
e.g. [3], where also several sufficient conditions for a waveform system to form a frame can be found.
One particular setting, often used in practice and termed the ’painless case’ [5] gives an immediate
frame-criterion and allows for very fast calculation of the canonical dual window. In this setting the
number of FFT-bins M is at least equal to the length of the window w. In this case the frame operator
L−1
P
S = Gw,a,M GH
is
a
diagonal
matrix.
If,
furthermore,
its
diagonal
entries
w [k − la] > 0, then
w,a,M
l=0

the system is a frame and S is easily invertible. The canonical dual window, in this case, corresponds to
a re-weighted original window.
C. The benefits of frames and frame theory

Frames have been used for a long time in signal processing and audio applications, mostly implicitly.
The parameters usually chosen for standard time-frequency analysis and modeling correspond to a frame
with redundancy two or four. (Often the painless case is used, e.g. a Hann window with 75% overlap,
with the FFT size equal to the window size.)
So it seems somehow quite natural to use frames, but what are the concrete advantages of frames and
frame theory for signal processing?
a) Mathematical background: Frame theory has been a very active field of applied analysis during
the last 2 decades. For time-frequency analysis frame theory opens the door to generalizations such as
the ones to be discussed in the next section.
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While the infinite-dimensional theory (for continuous time signals) dominates the theoretical results,
analogies with function spaces have proven to be quite relevant for applications using long signals or
signals with variable length. For example, the mixed norm models to be discussed in Section IV are in
the spirit of the so-called modulation spaces [3, Chapter 11], originally introduced in the continuous time
setting.
b) More freedom: From the definitions in Section II-A it is clear that the design restrictions for
frames are less severe than for bases. In some applications certain side constraints arise for the used
representation. It is often easier and numerically more feasible to construct frames than bases fulfilling
these a-priori conditions. For particular constraints, it can even be impossible to construct corresponding
bases, while frames can be found. For example, as stated in the Balian-Low theorem, see e.g. [3, Chapter
7], there is no window function which is simultaneously well-localized in both time and frequency and
results in a Gabor Riesz basis. That means that in time-frequency analysis, as reflected in the methods
used in applications, redundancy is a necessary requirement in order to obtain good time-frequency
representations.
c) Guaranteed Perfect Reconstruction: While classical time-frequency approaches, such as those
used in the phase vocoder, have been carefully designed to guarantee the invertibility of the transform,
frame theory provides a generic framework for transforms and synthesis, with verifiable criteria for
arbitrary windows. Besides, these are not limited to STFT or Gabor frames, but can be extended to many
different classes of time-frequency frames, see the next section.
d) Sparsity: Last but not least, frame theory provides an adequate setting for time-frequency sparse
approximation techniques. While sparse approximation techniques can also be developed for orthonormal
and Riesz bases, they turn out to be more efficient when used in conjunction with frames. The language of
synthesis and analysis operators we just outlined above turns out to be particularly relevant and adequate
for formulating sparse and sparse/structured signal decomposition problems, as we shall see in Section IV
below.
III. I NTRODUCING FLEXIBILITY

INTO TIME - FREQUENCY FRAMES :

As pointed out in the previous section, Gabor frames provide more flexibility than Gabor (Riesz) bases.
Intuitively, a dictionary that allows for signal-synthesis with few significant coefficients should contain
atoms similar to the signal components to be represented. A regular structure of the sampling set, in
conjunction with the usage of just one single analysis window is often too restrictive to meet this kind
of design criteria arising in applications. Since natural signals usually will have various components with
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Glockenspiel-Signal. Gabor representations with long window (92.9 ms, left), resp. short window (2.9 ms, right).

distinct time-frequency localization properties, diverse Gabor frames are differently adapted to certain
signal properties. As an illustrating example, Figure 1 shows two versions of Gabor coefficients used
for signal synthesis as in (2) with either a narrow (short time duration) or a wide (long time duration)
Hann window. In both cases, the redundancy is 4 and the dictionary is a tight frame, hence, appropriate
coefficients are obtained as inner products with the same time-frequency shifted window. The plots show
the most salient coefficients, that is, those whose value is at least 10% of the biggest coefficient’s value.
Apparently, signal components, which are localized in time, are much more concisely encoded by the
coefficients corresponding to the short window. On the other hand, the more sinusoidal components require
many more non-zero coefficients if synthesized with a narrow window, while, as depicted in the left plot,
the coefficients corresponding to the long window are comparatively sparse. This example now hints at a
fundamental problem one faces when forced to choose one particular size and shape of window for the
representation of the entire signal: the trade-off between good time – and good frequency – concentration.
Due to this observation, the desire to change, and thus adapt, the time-frequency resolution over time or
frequency, or time and frequency, arose. It has led to various approaches enabling more flexible resolution
of the time-frequency plane.
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A. Paving the phase space: Gabor based constructions
Early approaches to a flexible paving or tiling of the time-frequency plane in a signal-adaptive way
mostly suggested the construction of orthonormal bases with well-defined properties, such as wavelet
packets, adapted local trigonometric bases (aka modulated lapped transforms) and other local orthogonal
bases, see [2] and references therein. The general idea present in all these approaches is to deviate from a
regular tiling of the frequency-plane, as present in a STFT or Gabor transform, for the sake of improved
time- or frequency-resolution where required.
In the context of redundant time-frequency representations, adaptive time – or frequency – resolution
has recently been introduced by investigating a variant of the classical (regular) Gabor frames, denoted
nonstationary Gabor (NSG) frames [6]. This new approach directly generalizes classical Gabor frames
by allowing for a set of general windows wl [k − lal ] to replace the regular translates w[k − la],
again modulated in order to obtain the entire system, however, with time-varying frequency-sampling
parameters:
wl,m [k] = wl [k − lal ] · e2πim(k−lal )/Ml ,

such that the number of channels Ml and hop size al depend on the l-th window wl .
A fast implementation of NSG frames can be based on the condition that the windows have short
length. In this situation, it is useful to consider the structure of the frame operator S: for overlapping
windows and sufficiently dense frequency samples, corresponding to an FFT-length equal to or higher
than the window-length, S is diagonal and checking the frame condition is very easy, and if possible, the
inversion is thus straight-forward. (This is again termed the ’painless’ case.) In the currently available
implementations, adaptivity is possible in either time or frequency. For adaptivity in frequency, fast
processing relies on a pre-processing step that entails an FFT applied to either the whole signal or, to
allow for real-time applications, to time-slices of the signal, as investigated in [7]. Note that this setting
also allows for the implementation of constant-Q transforms, for the original idea see [8] and references
therein, wavelet frames [2] and other filter-banks, e.g. inspired by perceptive scales like the ERB scale
[9].
Together with Fig. 1, Fig. 2 presents a comparison of the coefficients used in regular Gabor transforms
with those obtained from two nonstationary Gabor transforms: one with time adaptivity, where the onsets
were first detected, one with a constant-Q scale on the frequency, cf. [7]. Note that, due to the time
adaptivity, the onsets are well localized in time, while the good frequency resolution is kept between
the onsets. On the other hand, the constant-Q permits a time-frequency representation well adapted for
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music, with the best frequency resolution for low frequencies and increasingly fine time resolution at
higher frequencies. Several examples of non-stationary Gabor transforms and the synthesized signals with
respect to the corresponding dictionaries can be found at http://www.univie.ac.at/nonstatgab/.
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B. Unions of frames, and the components separation problem
A complementary approach to the models described in the previous section is to consider a union
of two or more frames or bases, cf. [10]. In both cases, the resulting dictionary is still a frame. The
construction usually aims at designing rather different frames – or bases – in order to obtain a good, that
is, sparse, representation of each class of expected signal components. While, in the NSGT, adaptation
is done locally, the model based on the union of several frames, takes a global point of view to encoding
distinct signal components. The underlying assumption can be expressed as the expectation that each
class of components, each layer of the signal, has a sparse decomposition within one, and only one,
of the frames in the union. The prototypical problem addressed in such a setting is the decomposition
of music signals into a tonal, a transient and a residual noise layer. The proposed dictionaries range
from the union of wavelet and local cosine bases [11], to the union of Gabor frames with very different
window characteristics, to dictionaries which are designed according to even more concrete knowledge
about the underlying signal class, as e.g. in [12]. The algorithms described in Section IV below can be
adapted to handle such situations. However, the performances of all these separation methods depend
crucially on the chosen bases or frames. Quite obviously, the more different the two frames, the better the
performance. This statement can be made quantitative by introducing a measure of difference between
frames, such as coherence or cumulative coherence, see e.g. [13].
C. Signal-dependent adaptivity
Ideally, the representation system should (to some extend) be adapted to the signal at hand. For example,
some MP3-type audio coders perform some prior analysis to switch between short and long windows
for the coding. Adaptive transforms were proposed systematically in the seminal work of Coifman and
Wickerhauser [14], who proposed to use entropies to measure the fit of the basis with the signal. This
approach lead to the so-called best-basis algorithm, dedicated to specific, tree-structured, families of
time-frequency decompositions. In more general situations, adaptation is often performed via applicationdriven, ad hoc procedures. This is the case of the approach that was used to perform the analysis leading
to Figure 2. In the upper display of Figure 2, the onsets, where short-lived and thus time-concentrated
signal components are expected, were automatically extracted from the signal by a standard peak-tracking
algorithm. Subsequently, the windows were adapted such that narrow windows are used near the transient
signal components. In [6] this algorithm, based on painless NSG frames was evaluated and shown to
lead to a more sparse representation of the signal of interest.
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IV. T RANSFORM AND COEFFICIENT DOMAIN

MODELING :

Redundancy means freedom: given a redundant frame, any signal x has infinitely many expansions of
the form (2). So, to select a satisfactory expansion, additional criteria can be introduced, and transform
domain modeling offers a convenient way to exploit prior information about the desired expansion. For
e λ i results from the minimization of kαk2 under the constraint (2).
example, the choice αλ = hx, u

Extra flexibility is often introduced into transform domain models, to account for possible deviations

from the model. In such cases, a standard alternative to (2) is the following model
x=

X

αλ uλ + ǫ ,

(4)

λ∈Λ

where ǫ is some residual signal (noise), often modeled in the literature as a Gaussian white noise.
A. Sparse synthesis model
As mentioned above, the minimization of kαk2 under the constraint (2) does not give more than
standard frame theory. Other signal models are obtained by minimizing other norms of the coefficient
sequence, such as ℓp norms, under the same constraint.
1) Basis pursuit and penalized regression model: The ℓp norm of a sequence is a measure of concentration (for p > 2), or spreading (for p < 2). The latter case was found particularly interesting in a
number of situations, where it was shown to lead to sparse expansions, i.e. expansions involving a small
number of non-zero (or non-negligible) atoms. Among them, the cases p ≥ 1 are interesting because the
corresponding ℓp norm is indeed a norm, and is therefore convex; the cases p ≤ 1 are also interesting
because the corresponding (quasi) norm is non-differentiable, and therefore yields some thresholding
operation during the minimization procedure [15]. As a consequence, the case p = 1 is often privileged;
it leads to the so-called basis pursuit problem: given x ∈ H, solve
min kαk1

α∈ℓ2 (Λ)

under constraint x =

X

αλ u λ .

(5)

λ∈Λ

When observation noise is introduced into the model, the strict equality constraint is relaxed to (4), which
yields the basis pursuit denoising, or Lasso problem when the ℓ1 norm is used. The use of ℓ2 norm is
known as ridge regression problem, or Tikhonov regularization. Replacing the ℓ1 -norm by a functional Φ
on the coefficient space, and introducing a tuning parameter µ, the problem to be solved takes the form


2
X
1
min  x −
αλ uλ + µΦ[α] .
(6)
2
2
α∈ℓ (Λ)
λ∈Λ
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2) Multilayered expansions via coefficient selection: As stressed in Section III-B a finite union of
frames is still a frame, to which the techniques described in the previous sections can be applied blindly.
However, sticking to the idea that signal components are best encoded when the frame contains waveforms
that resemble them, it is natural to construct unions of time-frequency frames specially tailored to account
for specific signal features, cp. [12], among many other recent references.
In variational approaches, the signal separation problem addressed in Section III-B may be formulated
as follows: given a signal x and two frames U and V, splitting x into two parts xU and xV can be
achieved by solving




2
X
X
1
min  x− αλ uλ − βλ′ vλ′ +µΦ[α]+µ′ Φ′ [β]
α,β
2
′
λ

λ

(7)

2

and the two parts are given by
xU =

X

αλ uλ ,

xV =

λ

X

βλ′ v λ′ .

λ′

The properties of the two parts xU and xV obviously depend on the choices of the regularization
functionals Φ and Φ′ , which can be any of the previously described choices – or others –, but also on the
hyperparameters µ and µ′ . The reader may refer to [16] for instructive examples and further references.
B. Structured sparsity
In some situations, for example when λ = (t, f ) is a time-frequency index, more purposive models
can be introduced via the regularization term Φ. Popular choices for Φ are provided by mixed norms,
which we discuss first, before turning to more sophisticated techniques.
1) Mixed norms: Mixed norms offer a flexible framework to generate sensible time-frequency signal
models, by promoting different coefficient behaviors as a function of the index. Sticking to the timefrequency case, the following family of norms is considered: given a coefficient sequence α, set


p/q 1/p

 X X
|αt,f |q  
kαkp,q = 
t

(8)

f

Clearly, the roles of t and f can be interchanged, leading to a totally different model.
For instance, with the definition given in (8), minimizing kαkp,q with p < 2 and q > 2 will promote
diversity within each group of fixed time coefficients, while these groups will be sparsely represented:
only a few groups, containing all members, will emerge. In time-frequency dictionaries, this typically
happens for time-indexed groups, whenever a transient is present in audio-signals. This situation will be
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illustrated in Section V by displaying the transients extracted from a musical signal. The particular case
p = 1, q = 2 leads to the so-called group-Lasso problem, introduced in [17].

On the other hand, still with definition (8), minimizing kαkp,q with p > 2 and q < 2 will promote
sparsity within each group of fixed time coefficients, with no preference between groups: only few
coefficients will be selected within each groups. The particular case p = 1, q = 2 leads to the so-called
elitist-Lasso problem, studied in [16]. By switching the role of t and f in (8), the groups will be defined
in frequency instead of being defined in time.
For the sake of simplicity, we have so far restricted ourselves to coefficient groups defined by a fixed
value of the time (or the frequency) index, i.e. vertical (or horizontal) lines in the time-frequency plane.
However, splitting of the time-frequency coefficient domain Λ into fixed-time or fixed-frequency groups
can be replaced by an arbitrary splitting of the index set Λ = ∪G
g=1 Λg into G groups Λg = {λgm , m =
1, . . . , Mg } (see [18] for a more general discussion on the splitting of the index set).

The regularization functionals described above, and in particular the group-Lasso, are based upon a
splitting onto non-overlapping groups. However, as we shall see in the application section below, the
need for overlap between groups appears when some short range dependence between groups needs to
be incorporated in the synthesis model. We describe below some attempts in that direction.
2) Neighborhood and overlapping groups: Sticking to the convex variational formulation, we shall
describe two approaches that have been proposed to introduce overlap between groups. For example, in
order to model some time-frequency persistence, one can associate with each time-frequency index λ a
neighborhood N (λ). Such neighborhood systems {(λ, N (λ)), λ ∈ Λ} thus generate some “groups with
overlap”. The first possibility is to define a regularization term exploiting this overlap, by solving as
in [19] the optimization problem


1/2
2
X
X
X

1

|αℓ |2  .
min  x− αλ uλ +µ
2
α∈ℓ (Λ) 2


λ∈Λ

2

(9)

λ∈Λ ℓ∈N (λ)

However, as stressed in [20], Lasso type-approaches behave as a discarding procedure instead of selection:
using group-Lasso with overlap, removing any group containing a coefficient removes this coefficient
from the final representation. For an intuitive interpretation of this discarding behavior please refer to the
thresholding operators in the next subsection. The latent-variable group-Lasso proposed then to solve


2

1/2
1

X
X X



min  x− α̃λℓ uλ +µ
|α̃λℓ |2 )  ,
(10)
α̃  2

λ∈Λ
ℓ∈N (λ)
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where latent variable α̃ can be viewed as a spread version of α, in which some coordinates have been
duplicated according to the neighborhood structure. Here, a coefficient will be discarded from the final
support only if it is discarded from every group it belongs to.
As we will see in the next section, problems (9) and (10) may be difficult to solve efficiently, even
when U is orthogonal. However, each sensible choice of prior term Φ leads to corresponding shrinkage
strategies which can be exploited within optimization algorithms. Based on this shrinkage operator, new
structured shrinkage operators can be defined, to overcome the drawbacks of (9) and (10).
C. Shrinkage, proximal operators and algorithms
Minimization of convex functions like (6) relies on the so-called proximity operators of convex
penalties. The proximity operators can be obtained by solving (6) when U is an orthogonal basis, and
typically lead to shrinkage/thresholding operators such as the well-known soft-thresholding. For example,
using ỹ = UH y, the proximity operator Sµ : ℓ2 (Λ) → ℓ2 (Λ) associated to a mixed norm (8) is defined,
in dependence on the parameter µ, by
1
Sµ (ỹ) = argmin kỹ − αk22 + µ
2
α

X
t




X
f

q/p

|αt,f |p 

.

(11)

for the Lasso (p = q = 1 in (11)) and group-Lasso (p = 2 and q = 1 in (11)), Sµ is given coordinate-wise
by
ỹt,f
(|ỹt,f | − µ)+ ,
|ỹt,f |

+
µ
 ,
= ỹt,f 1 − qP
2
′
|
|ỹ
′
t,f
f
αt,f =

αt,f

(12)

(13)

respectively, where (x)+ = max(x, 0).

In the redundant case, when U is not orthogonal anymore, solving problem (6) requires an efficient
optimization algorithm. When (6) is convex, but not necessarily differentiable, most such algorithms are
build upon the proximity operator of the regularizer, and then belong to the iterative shrinkage/thresholding
algorithms (ISTA) family. These algorithms perform a gradient descent on the ℓ2 data term, and then
shrink/threshold it by applying the proximity operator of the regularizer. The reader can consult [21] for
a review of convex optimization algorithms for Lasso-like problems (6). For the sake of completeness,
we provide in Algorithm 1 the pseudocode of the accelerated version FISTA [22]. Nevertheless, closed
form expressions for the proximity operators cannot always be obtained. This is particularly true if one
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wants to solve the group-Lasso with overlaps (9), where an additional inner loop has to be performed in
order to compute the proximity operator.
Based on the proximal operators corresponding to mixed norms, one can construct new thresholding
operators in order to select, rather than discard, certain coefficients or groups of coefficients. Using the
same neighborhood structure as for the group-Lasso with overlaps and latent-group-Lasso, the windowedgroup-Lasso was introduced in [16] by the following operator:

+

µ
αλ = ỹλ 
1 − r P

ℓ∈N (λ)

|ỹℓ |



2

.

(14)

In [23], this and related operators were termed ”social sparsity”-models and were shown not to be
proximity operators. However, the windowed-group-Lasso (14) behaves particularly well in practice, and
has the big advantage over the group-Lasso with overlaps and the latent variable group-Lasso, that the
dimension of the problem does not explode because of the duplication of variables1 .
Algorithm 1: FISTA
Initialization: α(0) ∈ CN , k = 1, γ = kUUH k, z(0) = α(0) , τ (0) = 1.
repeat



α(k) = S µγ z(k−1) + γ1 UH (y − Uz(k−1) ) ;
p
2
τ (k) = 12 1 + 1 + 4τ (k−1) ;

z(k) = α(k) +

τ (k−1) −1
(k)
τ (k) (α

− α(k−1) );

k =k+1
until convergence;

One major advantage of ISTA algorithms is that they only involve analysis and synthesis operations.
Hence, the frame matrix U does not have to be explicitly available, fast algorithms can be used for the
required matrix-vector multiplications. Moreover, ISTA can be extended in a straightforward way to more
general inverse problems.
1

The website http://homepage.univie.ac.at/monika.doerfler/StrucAudio.html provides a wealth of examples of the structured

sparsity approach applied in audio processing.
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V. I LLUSTRATIONS
Within the setting of Gabor frames, the combination of the synthesis point of view and the sparsity
principle, has proven to be useful in various application, particularly to tackle difficult inverse problems.
A natural application area of time-frequency representation is audio processing [24]. Gabor frames are
also used successfully in biomedical imaging for problems such as magnetoencephalography (MEG)
source localization [25], and also in image processing [26].
Here, we will demonstrate the impact of structured sparsity on the most basic inverse problem: audiodenoising. This simple problem provides a good framework to illustrate the results that can be obtained
with such a model. The Matlab toolboxes used for the implementations of the various approaches in the
subsequent experiments are:
•

The LTFAT toolbox, which provides an implementation of the Gabor analysis and synthesis operations, with a C backend for efficiency; available at http://ltfat.sourceforge.net. See [27] for a review.

•

The StrucAudioToolbox, which provides an implementation of various thresholding operator, and
in particular the social-sparsity operators; available at http://homepage.univie.ac.at/monika.doerfler/StrucAudio.
html

•

The NSGT (NonStationary Gabor Transform) toolbox, which provides the implementation, based
on the LTFAT toolbox, of the non-stationary Gabor frames, in particular the constant-Q transform.
Available at http://www.univie.ac.at/nonstatgab/

The general setup we chose is the following. We work on a 3 second-excerpt of a Jazz signal, containing
piano and drums, sampled at 22050 Hz. Then, a white Gaussian noise is added to obtain a final signal
to noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB.
Because of the drums and the impact of the piano hammers on the strings, the signal contains transients,
well localized in time. On the other hand, the vibrating piano strings produce sinusoidal components and
thus constitute the tonal layer. Consequently, we chose the following direct model for the noisy signal x:
x = transient + tonal + noise
= Uα + Vβ + noise

where U is a Gabor frame adapted to the transient, and V a Gabor frame adapted for the tonal. For U,
we chose a tight frame with a short Hann window of length about 6 ms. For V, we played with two
different choices: one tight frame with a long Hann window of length about 46 ms, and a constant-Q
Gabor frame, with 12 bins per octave.
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The denoised signal, as well as the two denoised layers, are obtained by running the FISTA Algorithm 1.
The model corresponding to the different signal layers is completed, in correspondence to the methods
described in Section IV, by choosing the following thresholding operators for the two layers:
•

For the transient layer, we stick to the group-Lasso thresholding operator (13) in order to obtain
sharp transients, well localized in time. Accordingly, the groups are defined as to contain all the
frequencies for each time index. (Gabor-GL)

•

For the tonal layer, we compared two different thresholding operators:
– The soft-thresholding operator corresponding to the Lasso. By this choice, no structures are
taken into account. This operator was used with both dictionaries corresponding to the tonal
layer, resulting in Gabor-L and CQ-Gabor-L.
– The windowed-group-Lasso social-sparse thresholding operator (14), with a time-neighborhood
of 4 coefficients before and after the considered time-frequency coefficients. Such a neighborhood promotes a time persistent structure. This operator is applied to the regular tight Gabor
frame. resulting in Gabor-WG.

In summary, we have three models to compare, hereafter referred to as Gabor-GL+Gabor-L, GaborGL+Gabor-WGL, Gabor-GL+CQ-Gabor-L. The threshold parameters were tuned in order to reach the
best SNR, that are respectively: 17.6 dB, 18.5 dB and 18.1 dB.
The time-frequency synthesis coefficients obtained after convergence of the algorithm using each of
the corresponding thresholding operators are depicted in Fig. 3. In the left-hand plots, the three obtained
transient layers are shown. As expected, the use of the group-lasso penalty provides very sharp transients,
well localized in time. When listening to the reconstructed transient signal for Gabor-GL+Gabor-L and
Gabor-GL+Gabor-WGL, one can hear the attack of the piano. The transient components are thus wellcaptured by the model. With the Gabor-GL+CQ-Gabor-L model, the expected transient layer has very
little energy. Indeed, with the CQ dictionary, a lot of transient information is also captured in the high
frequencies as the window becomes shorter, and then are present in the “tonal” layer.
The estimated tonal components are shown in the right-hand plots. One can see that the three models (Gabor-L, Gabor-WGL, CQ-Gabor-L) provide three rather distinct representations. The use of the
windowed-group-Lasso operator provides a time-frequency representation which is more structured, with
a certain time persistence of the coefficients. Moreover, this model outperforms the others, in particular
the plain Lasso, in terms of SNR. It should be pointed out that according to perceptive criteria, the results
obtained from the structured approach are even more convincing than what SNR suggests (though an
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objective evaluation of such criteria objectively requires much care, and is extremely time-consuming if
one wants to go beyond a rough estimation). Finally, for CQ-Gabor-L the a-priori known signal-structure
is directly modeled in the dictionary, rather than by the threshold operator. We obtain time-frequency
coefficients which are better localized in frequency for the low frequency, and correspond to the harmonic
structures of the musical signal, but we also obtain transient information in high frequencies.
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Fig. 3. Time-Frequency representations of each denoised layers (Left: transients – Right: Tonals), for the three methods. From
top to bottom: Gabor-GL + Gabor-L, Gabor-GL + Gabor-WGL, Gabor-GL + CQ-Gabor-L

VI. C ONCLUSIONS , EXTENSIONS AND

OPEN PROBLEMS

Usual linear time-frequency analysis relies on what we called here the analysis coefficients of a Gabor
frame. As a result, once the window is fixed, analysis leads to a unique set of coefficients associated to
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the signal. In contrast, by adopting the synthesis point of view, more flexibility is introduced into the
choice of the time-frequency coefficients, as models can easily be incorporated.
We have also shown that the use of frame theory allows one to introduce extra flexibility into timefrequency analysis, by extending standard Gabor and STFT representations to other waveform systems,
which can be more relevant in a number of practical situations, as we exemplified above. Frame theory
also has the merit to permit the development of efficient and stable algorithms for frame synthesis, which
is essential for practical implementations.
Moreover, the synthesis model is flexible enough in order to model some natural structures on the
coefficients. We choose to present here the variational approach, and more specifically convex models
which provide efficient algorithms. However, we have seen that iterative thresholding algorithm can be
easily used more heuristically with new thresholding operators such as the social sparse WG-Lasso. Of
course, other approaches can be used, such as greedy algorithms [28] or Bayesian models [29].
Many extensions of what we have presented here can be imagined, building on the framework we
have described. For example, a related concept of structured thresholding, that use a different approach
is perceptual sparsity. There, those transform domain coefficients whose removal does not produce
audible difference are simply erased. To find these perceptually irrelevant coefficients an algorithm based
on psychoacoustic models is used [30]. Such a thresholding strategy could be embedded in an ISTA
algorithm. Another straightforward extension is the use of social sparsity with NSGT, to provide a very
flexible framework in order to have very structured synthesis coefficients. Also related to perception is
the concept of ERBlets [9]. Here a NSGT is used on the Fourier side, where the filters are adapted to the
ERB scale and bandwidth, which were measured through psychoacoustical measurements. As opposed
to other approaches, by relying on frame theory, perfect reconstruction is always guaranteed.
Still, a lot of open problems remains. For applications the problems arise of how to integrate a-priori
knowledge, which is often given only heuristically. For example, it would be very natural, to use a
structured sparsity approach for the estimations of formants/anti-formants in a speech signal. The hard
part is how to integrate the a-priori knowledge of vowels and consonants in such a method. Another
related example is how can we learn automatically the onset for the NSGT without any preprocessing
step. On a more theoretical side, the generalization of NSGT to adaptivity in two dimensions should be
investigated.
As mentioned in the introduction, we have deliberately limited the developments of this paper to the
finite-dimensional situation, i.e. the case of discrete, finite-length signals. However, most of the nonalgorithmic developments carry over to the infinite-dimensional case (e.g. L2 (R)): abstract frame theory,
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Gabor theory, and also the flexible Gabor constructions such as continuous time versions of NSGT. For
instance, the problem of finding versions of NSGT that yield arbitrary tiling of the time-frequency plane
is still open in the infinite-dimensional setting as well. It is also worth stressing that infinite-dimensional
theories are of some practical relevance, when it comes to processing very long discrete signals, and the
intuition provided by function spaces has often be very relevant when transposed to finite-dimensional
situations.
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